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Introduction

 

This paper shows how three C-atom triplets can cyclically join in the threefold assembly sug-
gested by 1,3,5-benzenetrisamide. [See Reference 3.]

Figure 1 shows how three L-triplets of three C-atoms each can join so that each triplet contrib-
utes two C-atoms to the formation of a C

 

6

 

-ring.
Figure 2 shows how three D-triplets of three C-atoms each can join so that each triplet contrib-

utes two C-atoms to the formation of a C

 

6

 

-ring.
Figure 3 shows how an NH

 

2

 

O-group can join with an L-triplet.
Figure 4 shows how three L-triplets, each with an NH

 

2

 

O-group, can join so that each triplet con-
tributes two C-atoms to the formation of a C

 

6

 

-ring. Each of the NH

 

2

 

O-groups of the assembly can
accommodate a He-octa of an atom of another group. 
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Fig. 1 Cyclic joining of three L-triplets
The figure shows how three L-triplets join so that each contributes two C-atoms to a C6-ring. 

The triplets are shown separately at the bottom; the completed assembly is at the top.
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Fig. 2 Cyclic joining of three D-triplets
The figure shows how three D-triplets join so that each contributes two C-atoms to a C6-ring. 

The triplets are shown separately at the bottom; the completed assembly is at the top.
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Fig. 3 L-triplet with NH2O-group
The figure shows how an NH2O-group can join with an L-triplet. The NH2-group 

is an O-atom homomorph and is colored yellow; the O-atom is colored violet. The 
assembly begins with the triplet at the top and proceeds down the left side with the 
addition of the yellow unit and then the violet unit.
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Fig. 4 Cyclic joining of three L-triplets with NH2O-groups
The figure shows how three L-triplets each with an NH2O-group assemble so that 

each contributes two C-atoms to a C6-ring. The three L-triplets with NH2O-group are 
shown separately at the bottom; the completed assembly is at the top.
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